Jones matrix for image-rotation prisms
Ivan Moreno

The polarization-transforming properties of rotational prisms are analyzed with polarized light by using
the Jones calculus and the exact ray-trace. A general expression of the Jones matrix for a rotational
prism is derived, incorporating an explicit dependence on the image-rotation angle or the wave-frontrotation angle. The Jones matrix for the Pechan, Dove, Reversion, and Delta prisms is derived where
the explicit dependence on the angle of rotation of the image is given. An experiment with a rotating
Dove prism is also conducted to determine the output states of polarization for incident linearly polarized
light. Experimental results agree with theoretical expectations. © 2004 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 230.5480, 080.2740, 350.4600, 260.5430.

1. Introduction

Rotational prisms are extensively used in optical instrumentation to rotate 共or derotate兲 optical images
by an arbitrary angle. A rotational prism causes
inversion and rotation of the image that is equal to
twice the angular mechanical rotation of the prism,
while keeping the line of sight undeviated.1–3 These
optical properties indicate that rotational prisms can
be key components within modern optical devices.
In recent years, rotational prisms have been used in
pattern-recognition systems,4 interferometers,5,6 the
metrology of rotating objects,7 optical profilers,8 and
optical parametric oscillators9,10 and for measuring a
rotational frequency shift.11,12 However, rotational
prisms have inherent polarization properties.
The polarization-transforming properties of rotational prisms are of particular interest because they
influence the signal measurement of the optical instrument.13,14 In image rotation an invariant signal
is important when one intends to improve the resolution of the measurement, especially when the optical system is a polarization critical system. In
optical design it is of interest to derive a practical
expression of the Jones matrix for rotational prisms.
This matrix must incorporate the explicit dependence
on image-rotation angle. Such a matrix can be a
compact and simple tool for quickly estimating the
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output state of polarization of light when images or
wave fronts are rotated with a rotational prism.
In this paper we analyze the change in the state of
polarization introduced by a rotational prism that rotates an optical image on polarized light. This is performed in Subsection 2.A with the Jones calculus and
the exact ray-trace analysis. Subsection 2.B gives the
Jones matrix for a general rotational prism that incorporates the explicit dependence on the angle of rotation
of the image. The Jones matrix for the Pechan, Dove,
Reversion, and Delta prisms is derived where the explicit dependence on the image-rotation angle is given
共Sections 3– 6兲. An experiment with a rotating Dove
prism is also set up for determining the output states
of polarization for incident linearly polarized light, confirming the theoretical analysis 共Section 7兲. The conclusion is in Section 8.
2. Change in State of Polarization on Traversing
Rotational Prisms

Our goal is to determine the state of polarization of a
beam of light on passing through a rotated rotational
prism. We consider the case of monochromatic illumination. To simplify the analysis, we consider the
case of a polarized plane wave of light. We represent
the coherent plane wave with a ray of light, incorporating the vector nature of this problem. An input
ray undergoes an odd number of internal reflections
on traversing a rotational prism.15
A.

Three-Dimensional Polarization Ray Tracing

The polarization evaluation can be performed with
the Jones matrices in three dimensions that transform the electric field along the wave-front path.16 –18
A rotational prism may be a prism assembly, in which
case a polarization evaluation can be performed by
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Therefore there is a rotation between the two coordinate systems. This makes 1 equal to the matrix
product of transmission and rotational matrices in a
coordinate frame with respect to the ray path17:
1 ⫽

1
兩kin ⫻ nin兩
⫻

Fig. 1. Arbitrary propagation of polarized light through a simple
rotational prism 共Dove prism兲. The ray path is given by unit
vectors kin, k1, k2, and kout.

using this analysis on each individual prism. We
analyze a one-piece constructed prism. Polarization
at the output of a rotational prism depends on the
angle of the prism rotation with respect to the optical
axis . The electric field at the output of a rotated
rotational prism is
Eout共兲 ⫽ 2rn, . . . , r2r11Ein,

rm ⫽

(1)

冋

册

⫺t 1储共kin ⫻ nin兲 䡠 p
,
t 1⬜共kin ⫻ nin兲 䡠 s
(2)

where t1储 and t1⬜ are the Fresnel transmission coefficients at the entrance surface for the fields parallel
and perpendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively. Unit vector nin is normal to the entrance
surface and oriented toward the exterior of the prism.
Unit vectors p and s 共which form an orthonormal
basis with kin, the arbitrary direction of the incident
wave front兲 form the vector basis of reference for
describing the state of polarization of the entrance
wave front. These unit vectors can be defined, for
simplicity, as parallel p and normal s to the plane of
incidence formed when the angle of prism rotation is
zero.
The reflection matrix at the mth surface is

册

冋
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(3)

where rm储 and rm⬜ are the Fresnel reflection coefficients at the mth reflecting surface 共m ⫽ 1, 2, . . . , n兲
for fields parallel and perpendicular to the plane of
incidence, respectively. The unit vector nm is normal to the mth reflecting surface and oriented toward
the interior of the prism 共the unit vector n0 ⫽ nin兲.
The incident wave front at the mth reflecting surface
propagates along direction km.
The transmission matrix at the output surface is

册

1
t 2储共kn⫹1 ⫻ nout兲 䡠 共kn⫹1 ⫻ nn兲
⫺t 2储共kn⫹1 ⫻ nout兲 䡠 nn
,
t 2⬜共kn⫹1 ⫻ nout兲 䡠 nn
t 2⬜共kn⫹1 ⫻ nout兲 䡠 共kn⫹1 ⫻ nn兲
兩kn⫹1 ⫻ nout储kn⫹1 ⫻ nn兩

the ray path, whose direction is given by the unit
vectors kin, k1, . . . , kn⫹1, kout 共Fig. 1兲. Note that all
the coefficients in all matrices depend on the prism
index of refraction, the ray angle of incidence, and the
angle of prism rotation.
We now present the transmission and the reflection matrices at each surface. In the matrix 1 the
nondiagonal elements are different from zero because
the normal vector of the first surface changes with
the prism rotation. This change is with respect to
the coordinate system of the input polarization state.
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t 1储共kin ⫻ nin兲 䡠 s
t 1⬜共kin ⫻ nin兲 䡠 p

1
r m储共km ⫻ nm兲 䡠 共km ⫻ nm⫺1兲
⫺r m储共km ⫻ nm兲 䡠 nm⫺1
,
r
共k
⫻
n
兲
䡠
n
r
兩km ⫻ nm储km ⫻ nm⫺1兩
m⬜
m
m
m⫺1
m⬜共km ⫻ nm兲 䡠 共km ⫻ nm⫺1兲

where Ein is the electric field at the entrance to the
rotational prism; 1 is the transmission matrix at the
first refracting surface 共input兲; rn, . . . , r1 are the
internal reflection matrices at each reflecting surface,
where n is the number of internal reflections 共an odd
integer兲; and 2 is the transmission matrix at the last
refracting surface 共output兲. These matrices transform the state of polarization of the propagating
beam. The polarization transformation depends on

2 ⫽

冋

(4)

where t2储 and t2⬜ are the Fresnel transmission coefficients at the exiting surface, parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively. Unit
vector nout is normal to the exiting surface and oriented toward the interior of the prism. The incident
wave front at the output surface propagates along
direction kn⫹1.
The polarization transformation depends on the
rotation of the rotational prism, whose angle of rotation is introduced in unit vectors nin, n1, . . . , nn, and
nout. The exact ray trace includes these unit vectors

for calculating the unit direction vectors kin, k1, . . . ,
kn⫹1, and kout. The Fresnel coefficients at each
prism surface are calculated with these ray-path vectors and surface-normal vectors.
B.

Jones Matrix for Rotational Prisms

The Jones matrix for a rotational prism can be derived by incorporating the explicit dependence on the
image-rotation angle 2. The polarization transformation depends on the ray path. We evaluate the
Jones matrix for the case of the incident ray parallel
to the optical axis 共along the z direction兲. Then input and output unit base vectors can be chosen to be
i and j 共along the x and y directions兲. The Jones
matrix for a rotational prism is the matrix product
T共兲 ⫽ Bi, jTN, . . . , T1,

冉

cos 
sin 

冊

⫺sin 
.
cos 

(6)

This matrix corresponds to a simple rotation by angle
 of the coordinate system. The sign of the sine
function in the diagonal elements corresponds to the
negative rotation angle.
The matrix product in Eq. 共5兲 may be evaluated in
a straightforward manner to give the Jones matrix
for a general rotational prism T共兲, where the explicit
dependence on  is given:
T共兲 ⫽

冋

⫺T 储 cos2  ⫺ T ⬜ sin2 
共T ⬜ ⫺ T 储兲cos  sin 

T共兲 ⫽

冋

Eout共兲 ⫽ T共兲Ein.

(5)

where TN ⫽ 2rq, . . . , r11 is the Jones matrix for the
Nth piece forming the prism assembly. On exiting
the prism, the electric field is given in terms of vectors
normal and parallel to the prism exit surface. However, this coordinate system changes with the prism
rotation angle. Thus Bi, j is the matrix used to
change the unit base vectors 共relative to the plane of
incidence at the output surface兲 of the electric field
exiting the prism to those relative to the state of
polarization of the entrance wave front 共i, j兲:
Bi, j ⫽

to the plane of incidence, respectively. Coefficients
t1储, . . . , t2N储 and t1⬜, . . . , t2N⬜ are the Fresnel transmission coefficients at each refractive surface 共where
N is the number of pieces forming the prism assembly兲 for the fields parallel and perpendicular to the
plane of incidence, respectively. These Fresnel coefficients are constant with the prism-rotation angle
because the incident ray is parallel to the optical axis.
The matrix T共兲 is the transformation of the electric field associated with the ray that crosses the
rotational prism, rotated by angle . It transforms
electric field Ein at the entrance to the rotational
prism into electric field Eout共兲 at the exit of the rotated rotational prism:

册

共T ⬜ ⫺ T 储兲cos  sin 
,
⫺T 储 sin2  ⫺ T ⬜ cos2 
(7)

From this we can determine electric field Eout共兲,
which is associated with the ray after it has exited the
rotated rotational prism.
Matrix T共兲 is a practical expression of the Jones
matrix for a general rotational prism that incorporates the explicit dependence on image-rotation angle
2. This matrix is a compact and simple tool that
can be used to quickly estimate the output state of
polarization of light when images or wave fronts are
rotated with a rotational prism. The Jones matrices
for the main rotational prisms are deduced below.
3. Jones Matrix for a Dove Prism

In terms of manufacturing requirements the most
popular rotational prism is the Dove owing to its
one-piece fabrication and absence of coatings. The
ray path inside a Dove prism is the simplest. An
input ray undergoes two refractions and one total
internal reflection 共TIR兲 on traversing a Dove prism.
The Jones matrix for the Dove prism is the matrix
product
T共兲 ⫽ Bi, j 2r11.

(11)

This matrix product is a particular case of the general
expression in Eq. 共7兲, which may be evaluated to give
the Jones matrix for the Dove prism T共兲, where the
explicit dependence on  is given:

⫺t 1储t 2储r 1储 cos2  ⫺ t 1⬜t 2⬜r 1⬜ sin2 
共t 1⬜t 2⬜r 1⬜ ⫺ t 1储t 2储r 1储兲cos  sin 

where

(10)

册

共t 1⬜t 2⬜r 1⬜ ⫺ t 1储t 2储r 1储兲cos  sin 
,
⫺t 1储t 2储r 1储 sin2  ⫺ t 1⬜t 2⬜r 1⬜ cos2 

(12)

where
T 储 ⫽ t 1储t 2储, . . . , t 2N储r 1储r 2储, . . . , r n储,
T ⬜ ⫽ t 1⬜t 2⬜, . . . , t 2N⬜r 1⬜r 2⬜, . . . , r n⬜,

(8)
(9)

where r1储, . . . , rn储 and r1⬜, . . . , rn⬜ are the Fresnel
reflection coefficients at each reflecting surface,
where n is the number of internal reflections 共an
odd integer兲, for fields parallel and perpendicular

T 储 ⫽ t 1储t 2储r 1储
⫽

再

⫻

共4n 2 sin ␣兲共n 2 ⫺ cos2 ␣兲 1兾2
关n 2 sin ␣ ⫹ 共n 2 ⫺ cos2 ␣兲 1兾2兴 2

再

冎

冎

cos共␣ ⫹ ␣⬘兲 ⫺ in关n 2 sin2共␣ ⫹ ␣⬘兲 ⫺ 1兴 1兾2
,
cos共␣ ⫹ ␣⬘兲 ⫹ in关n 2 sin2共␣ ⫹ ␣⬘兲 ⫺ 1兴 1兾2
(13)
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T ⬜ ⫽ t 1⬜t 2⬜r 1⬜
⫽

再

⫻

共4 sin ␣兲共n 2 ⫺ cos2 ␣兲 1兾2
关sin ␣ ⫹ 共n 2 ⫺ cos2 ␣兲 1兾2兴 2

再

where

冎

T 储 ⫽ t 1储t 2储r 1储r 2储r 3储

冎

⫽

n cos共␣ ⫹ ␣⬘兲 ⫺ i关n sin 共␣ ⫹ ␣⬘兲 ⫺ 1兴
,
n cos共␣ ⫹ ␣⬘兲 ⫹ i关n 2 sin2共␣ ⫹ ␣⬘兲 ⫺ 1兴 1兾2
(14)
2

2

1兾2

冉 冊

␣⬘ ⫽ arcsin

cos ␣
.
n

4. Jones Matrix for a Delta Prism

In terms of compactness requirements the smallest
rotational prism is the Delta because of its triangular
geometry. An input ray undergoes two refractions
and three internal reflections on traversing a Delta
prism. The TIR occurs in sequence at the exit and
the entrance faces. The intermediate face must be
aluminized to make it reflective. The Jones matrix
for the Delta prism is the matrix product:
(16)

This matrix product is a particular case of the general
expression in Eq. 共7兲, which may be evaluated to give
the Jones matrix for the Delta prism T共兲, where the
explicit dependence on  is given:

T共兲 ⫽

冋

⫻

(15)

Here ␣ and n are the base angle and index of refraction of the Dove prism, respectively. The imaginary
number i results from the TIR.
Figure 2 shows the calculated states of polarization
at the output of a rotated Dove prism for different
image rotation angles 2 with linearly polarized light
incident. The simulated prism is a Dove prism designed with a base angle of ␣ ⫽ 45° and an optical
glass of BK7 共n ⫽ 1.515 for  ⫽ 632.8 nm兲. Although
a Dove prism rotated by angle  inverts and rotates
an image by 2, the polarization plane is not rotated.
The output electric field is only mildly elliptically
polarized. The ellipse semimajor axis remains
nearly parallel to the input plane of polarization, and
its magnitude is appreciably larger than that of the
minor axis. The sense of the elliptical polarization is
in the same direction as that of the prism rotation
when the image rotates from 0 to ⫾180 deg. The
maximum polarization change occurs at ⫾90 deg image rotation, as shown in Fig. 2共b兲.

T共兲 ⫽ Bi, j 2r3r2r11.

⫻

再
再

再

共4n 2 cos 兲共n 2 ⫺ sin2 兲 1兾2
关n 2 cos  ⫹ 共n 2 ⫺ sin2 兲 1兾2兴 2

cos共2 ⫺ ⬘兲 ⫺ in关n 2 sin2共2 ⫺ ⬘兲 ⫺ 1兴 1兾2
cos共2 ⫺ ⬘兲 ⫹ in关n 2 sin2共2 ⫺ ⬘兲 ⫺ 1兴 1兾2

⫽

⫻

冎

2

冎

n M2 sin共3 ⫺ ⬘兲 ⫺ n关n M2 ⫺ n 2 cos2共3 ⫺ ⬘兲兴 1兾2
,
n M2 sin共3 ⫺ ⬘兲 ⫹ n关n M2 ⫺ n 2 cos2共3 ⫺ ⬘兲兴 1兾2
(18)

T ⬜ ⫽ t 1⬜t 2⬜r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜

⫻

冎

再
再

再

共4 cos 兲共n 2 ⫺ sin2 兲 1兾2
关cos  ⫹ 共n 2 ⫺ sin2 兲 1兾2兴 2

冎

n cos共2 ⫺ ⬘兲 ⫺ i关n 2 sin2共2 ⫺ ⬘兲 ⫺ 1兴 1兾2
n cos共2 ⫺ ⬘兲 ⫹ i关n 2 sin2共2 ⫺ ⬘兲 ⫺ 1兴 1兾2

冎

2

冎

n sin共3 ⫺ ⬘兲 ⫺ 关n M2 ⫺ n 2 cos2共3 ⫺ ⬘兲兴 1兾2
,
n sin共3 ⫺ ⬘兲 ⫹ 关n M2 ⫺ n 2 cos2共3 ⫺ ⬘兲兴 1兾2
(19)

冉 冊

⬘ ⫽ arcsin

sin 
,
n

(20)

where 2 is the apex angle of the prism, n is the index
of refraction of the prism, and nM is the complex index
of refraction of the metal deposited on the intermediate surface. The imaginary number i results from
the TIR.
Figure 3 shows the calculated states of polarization
at the output of a rotated Delta prism for different
image rotation angles 2. The simulated prism is a
Delta prism designed with apex angle 2 ⫽ 60° and
optical glass SF11 共n ⫽ 1.785 for  ⫽ 546 nm兲 and
nM ⫽ 0.82 ⫺ i5.99 共aluminum film at  ⫽ 546 nm兲.
In the design of a Delta prism a glass with a high
index of refraction is necessary to reduce the required
apex angle for TIR occurrence.
Although a Delta prism rotated by angle  inverts
and rotates an image by 2, the polarization plane is
not rotated. The output electric field is elliptically
polarized. The sense of the elliptical polarization is
contrary to that of the prism rotation when the image
rotates from 0 to ⫾180 deg. The maximum polar-

⫺t 1储t 2储r 1储r 2储r 3储 cos2  ⫺ t 1⬜t 2⬜r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜ sin2 
共t 1⬜t 2⬜r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜ ⫺ t 1储t 2储r 1储r 2储r 3储兲cos  sin 

册

共t 1⬜t 2⬜r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜ ⫺ t 1储t 2储r 1储r 2储r 3储兲cos  sin 
,
⫺t 1储t 2储r 1储r 2储r 3储 sin2  ⫺ t 1⬜t 2⬜r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜ cos2 
(17)

ization change occurs at a ⫾90-deg image rotation, as
shown in Fig. 3共b兲.
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Fig. 3. Calculated polarization states at the output of a rotated
Delta prism. The simulated prism is a Delta prism designed with
an apex angle of 2 ⫽ 60° and optical glass SF11 共n ⫽ 1.785 for  ⫽
546 nm兲 and nM ⫽ 0.82–i5.99 共aluminum film at  ⫽ 546 nm兲. 共a兲
Delta prism rotated by angle  with linearly polarized incident
light. 共b兲 State of polarization at the output of a Delta prism for
different image-rotation angles 2. 共The Delta prism is rotated by
.兲 The output state of polarization is elliptically polarized.

Fig. 2. Calculated polarization states at the output of a rotated
Dove prism. The simulated prism is a Dove prism designed with
a base angle of ␣ ⫽ 45° and optical glass BK7 共n ⫽ 1.515 for  ⫽
632.8 nm兲. 共a兲 Dove prism rotated by angle  with linearly polarized incident light. 共b兲 State of polarization at the output of a
Dove prism for different image-rotation angles 2. 共The Dove
prism is rotated by .兲 The output state of polarization is mildly
elliptically polarized.

5. Jones Matrix for a Reversion Prism

The Reversion prism, also called the roofless Abbe or
K prism, is a two-component 共cemented兲 prism. It is

T共兲 ⫽

冋

light. An input ray undergoes four refractions and
three internal reflections on traversing a Reversion
prism. The intermediate face must be aluminized to
make it reflective. TIR occurs at the first and the
last reflecting surfaces. The Jones matrix for the
Reversion prism is the matrix product
T共兲 ⫽ Bi, j4r332r2r11.

(21)

This matrix product is a particular case of the general
expression in Eq. 共7兲, which may be evaluated to give
the Jones matrix for the Reversion prism T共兲, where
the explicit dependence on  is given:

⫺t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4共r 1储r 2储r 3储 cos2  ⫹ r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜ sin2 兲
t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4共r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜ ⫺ r 1储r 2储r 3储兲cos  sin 

册

t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4共r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜ ⫺ r 1储r 2储r 3储兲cos  sin 
,
⫺t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4共r 1储r 2储r 3储 sin2  ⫹ r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜ cos2 兲
(22)

an image rotator just like the Dove and Delta prisms,
but it can be used in converging or diverging beams of
10 June 2004 兾 Vol. 43, No. 17 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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T ⬜ ⫽ t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜
⫽

冉 冊冋
冋 冑冑
2 冑n
n⫹1

⫻

Fig. 4. Calculated polarization states at the output of a rotated
Reversion prism. The simulated prism is a Reversion prism designed with optical glass BK7 共n ⫽ 1.519 for  ⫽ 546 nm兲 with nM ⫽
0.82 ⫺ i5.99 共aluminum film at  ⫽ 546 nm兲 and a typical optical
cement of nc ⫽ 1.53. 共a兲 Reversion prism rotated by an angle 
with linearly polarized light incident. 共b兲 State of polarization at
the output of the Reversion prism for different image-rotation
angles 2. 共The Reversion prism is rotated by .兲 The output
state of polarization is strongly elliptically polarized.

where
T 储 ⫽ t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 r 1储r 2储r 3储

冉 冊冋
冋 冑冑
2 冑n
n⫹1

⫽

⫻

2

2共nn c兲 1兾2
n ⫹ nc

册冋
2

1 ⫺ in共3n 2 ⫺ 4兲 1兾2
1 ⫹ in共3n 2 ⫺ 4兲 1兾2

3n M2 ⫺ n共4n M2 ⫺ n 2兲 1兾2
3n M2 ⫹ n共4n M2 ⫺ n 2兲 1兾2

册

册

2

,

(23)

2

2共nn c兲 1兾2
n ⫹ nc

册冋
2

n ⫺ i共3n 2 ⫺ 4兲 1兾2
n ⫹ i共3n 2 ⫺ 4兲 1兾2

3n ⫺ 共4n M2 ⫺ n 2兲 1兾2
3n ⫹ 共4n M2 ⫺ n 2兲 1兾2

册

,

册

2

(24)

where n is the index of refraction of the prism, nc is
the index of refraction of the optical cement, and nM
is the complex index of refraction of the metal deposited on the intermediate surface. The imaginary
number i results from the TIR.
Figure 4 shows the calculated states of polarization
at the output of a Reversion prism for different
image-rotation angles 2 with linearly polarized incident light. The simulated prism is a Reversion
prism designed with optical glass BK7 共n ⫽ 1.519 for
 ⫽ 546 nm兲 with nM ⫽ 0.82–i5.99 共aluminum film at
 ⫽ 546 nm兲 and typical optical cement of nc ⫽ 1.53.
Although a Reversion prism rotated by angle 
inverts and rotates an image by 2, the polarization
plane is not rotated. The output electric field is
strongly elliptically polarized. The sense of the elliptical polarization is inverse to that of the prism
rotation when the image rotates from 0 to ⫾180 deg.
The maximum polarization change occurs at a ⫾90deg image rotation, as shown in Fig. 4共b兲. The light
becomes circularly polarized at ⫾90 deg of image rotation in the special case of the prism considered with
the above parameters.
6. Jones Matrix for a Pechan Prism

The Pechan prism is a compact two-component prism
used in converging or diverging beams. The two
parts are usually held together mechanically to create a narrow air space between them, permitting TIR
to occur. An input ray undergoes four refractions
and five internal reflections on traversing a Pechan
prism. The two outer reflecting faces must be aluminized. The TIR occurs at the first and the third
reflection. The Jones matrix for the Pechan prism is
the matrix product:
T共兲 ⫽ Bi, j4r5r4r332r2r11.

(25)

This matrix product is a particular case of the general
expression in Eq. 共7兲, which may be evaluated to give
the Jones matrix for the Pechan prism T共兲, where an
explicit dependence on  is given:

T共兲 ⫽

冋

t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4共r 1储r 2储r 3储r 4储r 5储 cos2  ⫹ r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜r 4⬜r 5⬜ sin2 兲
⫺t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4共r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜r 4⬜r 5⬜ ⫺ r 1储r 2储r 3储r 4储r 5储兲cos  sin 
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⫺t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4共r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜r 4⬜r 5⬜ ⫺ r 1储r 2储r 3储r 4储r 5储兲cos  sin 

册

,
t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4共r 1储r 2储r 3储r 4储r 5储 sin2  ⫹ r 1⬜r 2⬜r 3⬜r 4⬜r 5⬜ cos2 兲
(26)

where
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⫽
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冥
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where n is the index of refraction of the prism and nM
is the complex index of refraction of the metal deposited on the aluminized surfaces. The imaginary
number i results from the TIR.
Figure 5 shows the calculated states of polarization
at the output of a Pechan prism for different image
rotation angles 2 with linearly polarized incident
light. The simulated prism is a Pechan prism designed with optical glass BK7 共n ⫽ 1.515 for  ⫽ 632.8
nm兲 and nM ⫽ 1.44 ⫹ i5.23 共aluminum film at  ⫽
632.8 nm兲.
A Pechan prism rotated by an angle  inverts and
rotates an image by 2, and the polarization plane is
rotated by . Then the Pechan prism behaves like a
linear polarizer. The output electric field is linearly
polarized with its amplitude modulated. The sense
of the polarization rotation is in the same direction as
that of the prism rotation, when the image rotates
from 0 to ⫾360 deg. The maximum polarization
change occurs at a ⫾180-deg image rotation, where
the electric field is zero, as shown in Fig. 5共b兲.

Fig. 5. Calculated polarization states at the output of a rotated
Pechan prism. The simulated prism is a Pechan prism designed
with optical glass BK7 共n ⫽ 1.515 for  ⫽ 632.8 nm兲 and nM ⫽
1.44 ⫹ i5.23 共aluminum film at  ⫽ 632.8 nm兲. 共a兲 Pechan prism
rotated by angle  with linearly polarized incident light. 共b兲 State
of polarization at the output of a Pechan prism for different imagerotation angles 2. 共The Pechan prism is rotated by .兲 The
output state of polarization is linearly polarized, and the polarization plane is rotated by .

7. Experimental Confirmation

We performed an experiment to confirm the validity
of the theoretical work. A Dove prism made of BK7
共n ⫽ 1.515 for  ⫽ 632.8 nm兲, with 45° ⫾ 5-arc min
angle, is analyzed. Its aperture diameter is 20.00 ⫾
0.13 mm, and its length is 81.30 ⫾ 0.38 mm. Its

T共兲 ⫽

冋

coatings. Its surface accuracy is estimated at 1,
whereas the surface quality is approximately 60兾40.
We evaluate the Jones matrix, Eq. 共12兲, for this case,
obtaining the following values for the matrix T共兲:

册

共0.9244 ⫺ 0.3568i兲cos2  ⫹ 共0.6248 ⫺ 0.6539i兲sin2  共0.2996 ⫹ 0.2971i兲cos  sin 
.
共0.2996 ⫹ 0.2971i兲cos  sin  共0.9244 ⫺ 0.3568i兲sin2  ⫹ 共0.6248 ⫺ 0.6539i兲cos2 

internal absorption is estimated at A ⫽ 0.011. Only
Fresnel losses, already incorporated into the Jones
matrix, are anticipated because of the absence of

(29)

The experiment to confirm the theoretical analysis is
described below. A beam of light emitted from a
He–Ne laser of 632.8-nm wavelength passes through
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the theoretical and the experimental results for incidances I0, I1, I2, and I3 at the output of the Dove prism
as a function of the prism angle of rotation . These are the incidance measurements of the beam transmitted through the filters
corresponding to the Stokes parameters. 共a兲 The first filter is isotropic, passing all states equally and transmitting light with incidance
I0. 共b兲 The second filter is a linear polarizer with the horizontal transmission axis 共i.e., along the y direction兲 transmitting I1. 共c兲 The
third is a linear polarizer with the transmission axis at ⫹45°, transmitting I2. 共d兲 The fourth filter is a circular polarizer opaque to
left-circularly polarized light, transmitting I3.

the Dove prism. Using linear polarizers and a 兾4
retarder plate, we measure the transmitted incidances19 associated with the Stokes parameters20 of
the electric field at the output of a rotated Dove
prism. In our reference system the incident linear
polarization is along the x direction 共vertical兲. Linearly polarized light passes through the Dove prism,
rotated by successively larger angles, in increments
of 10 deg. Thus measurements of incidance are performed as a function of prism rotation angle  in
increments of an angle of ⌬ ⫽ 10 deg. Incidance is
measured at the output, after the beam has passed
through a filter associated with each Stokes parameter. Each set of measurements is performed with
one of four different filters: an isotropic filter, a linear polarizer with a horizontal axis, a linear polarizer
with an axis at 45°, and a circular polarizer opaque to
left-circularly polarized light.
The theoretically predicted values are confirmed in
the measurements. Simulated incidances are calculated with the square modulus of the output electric
field and are normalized with respect to the incidance
at the prism entrance pupil of the prism 共Iin ⬀ 兩Ein兩2兲.
The normalized incidance of the beam transmitted
3380
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through the isotropic filter 共the one that transmits all
states equally兲 is
I 0共兲 ⫽

兩Eout共兲兩 2
,
兩Ein兩 2

(30)

where Eout共兲 is the output electric field, determined
from Eq. 共10兲 and the Jones matrix of Eq. 共29兲.
The normalized incidance of the light transmitted
through the second filter 共i.e., a linear polarizer with
the horizontal transmission axis along the y direction兲 is
I 1共兲 ⫽

兩JyEout共兲兩 2
,
兩Ein兩 2

(31)

where Jy is the Jones matrix of a linear polarizer with
the transmission axis along the y direction 共horizontal兲.
The normalized incidance of the transmitted light
through the third filter 共i.e., a linear polarizer with
the transmission axis at ⫹45°兲 is
I 2共兲 ⫽

兩J⫹45Eout共兲兩 2
,
兩Ein兩 2

(32)

where J⫹45 is the Jones matrix of a linear polarizer
with the transmission axis at ⫹45°.
The normalized incidence of the transmitted light
through the fourth filter, a circular polarizer opaque
to left-circularly polarized light 共we implemented the
circular polarizer with a 兾4 retarder plate and a
⫹45° polarizer兲, is
I 3共兲 ⫽

兩J⫹45J兾4Eout共兲兩 2
,
兩Ein兩 2

(33)

where J兾4 is the Jones matrix of a 兾4 plate whose
fast axis21 is along the x direction 共vertical兲.
Figure 6 shows that the experimental results agree
with the theoretical predictions. It shows the quantities in Eqs. 共30兲–共33兲, when the incident light is
polarized along the vertical direction 共the x axis兲,
Ein ⫽ 兩Ein兩i. A comparison between the theoretical
and the experimental results for normalized incidances I0, I1, I2, and I3 at the output of the Dove
prism as a function of the prism angle of rotation  is
shown. The first filter is isotropic, passing all states
equally and transmitting light with incidance I0 关see
Fig. 6共a兲兴. In Fig. 6共b兲 the filter is a linear polarizer
with the horizontal transmission axis 共i.e., along the
y direction兲 transmitting I1. The third is a linear
polarizer with the transmission axis at ⫹45°, transmitting I2 关see Fig. 6共c兲兴. The fourth filter is a circular polarizer opaque to left-circularly polarized
light, transmitting I3 关as shown in Fig. 6共d兲兴.
The experimental results agree with the theoretical expectations. The slight discrepancy, especially
in Figs. 6共c兲 and 6共d兲, is explained by the fact that the
measurement requires careful orientation and alignment of polarizers and the 兾4 retarder plate. Additionally, the polarizers do not fully polarize the
light, and a small portion of unpolarized light is
transmitted. In summary, this experiment provides
validation for the above analysis and the Jones matrix derived for image-rotation prisms.
8. Conclusions

We have applied the theory of the Jones calculus and
the vector ray trace to analyze with polarized light
the polarization-transforming properties of rotational prisms. We have derived a practical expression of the Jones matrix for a generalized rotational
prism, incorporating an explicit dependence on the
image-rotation angle. This matrix is a compact and
simple tool that can be used to quickly estimate the
output state of the polarization of light when images
or wave fronts are rotated with a rotational prism.
The Jones matrix for the Pechan, Dove, Reversion,
and Delta prisms has been derived, where the explicit
dependence on image-rotation angle is given. Using
these matrices, we have displayed graphically for several image-rotation angles the transformation of the
polarization state at the output of these prisms. An
experiment with a rotating Dove prism has been performed to determine the output states of polarization

for incident linearly polarized light. Experimental
results have confirmed the theoretical expectations.
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